Student sculptors guild lights up SJSU foundry

Artists come together to create sculptures and memories

Lidia Gonzalez
Staff Writer

The Student Sculptors Guild (SSG) is a Guild that has been at SJSU for forty-four years. The guild is founded by the Native American Student Union. "The SSG's efforts to seek recognition from the federal government and the SJSU administration have been fruitful," said the guild president.

"We built the foundry as a space where we can create and learn. It's our sanctuary," said the guild president.

Panel sheds light on Native American history

Andrew Martinez
Staff Writer

A panel discussion titled "Native Americans in the Student Union's Curriculum Room" was held on Wednesday as part of the Environmental Resource Center's Sustainability Week. The panel was moderated by a professor in the urban and regional planning department, present- ed by the Student Sculptors Guild, and the Bay Area and SJSU.

"The present-day Muwekma tribe has been successful because of the guild's efforts," said the guild president.

1960s activist recalls exoneration from prison

Angela Davis shares experiences to full campus audience

Ben Cadena
Staff Writer

A capacity crowd of about 450 people filled the Morris Dewitt Auditorium on Wednesday as part of the Angela Davis presentation. Wednesday featured Davis' accounts of the '70s, today's struggles for women, gay and transgender people and immigration issues. Davis recalled being a prison

A former major in the United States Army, Davis was sentenced to five years in prison for her role in the Black Panther Party. "I was impressed by her discussion of illegal immigrants," said one student.

Davis said there were historical comparisons between the '70s and today such as an ongoing war, but that a new kind of activism arose that catalyzed President Obama to power through the use of social networking.

Davis said students of the '70s were disillusioned and gave up, whereas today's students are optimistic and hopeful.

"Think of the night when Obama won, and how there was hope in the air for change, but some things are still unresolved such as unem-
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Senior psychology major Jennifer Mihalyi said she decided to take an introduction to advertising class for fun, only to have it turn into a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Mihalyi said she made a 12-second commercial in her introductory advertising class.

The idea for the commercial became a top-three finalist in the Dew Labs competition—a commercial-making competition for the Pepsi Corporation, she said.

“I’ve been interested in advertising,” Mihalyi said. “I’ve always loved to be creative in all of my school work and just everything I did.”

Mihalyi said she and Wong resubmitted the idea to Pepsi.

“We were going to change-up the story line,” Mihalyi said. “It was actually an assignment,” Mihalyi said. “It was mandatory.”

She said she worked on the assignment with her boyfriend, Steven Wong, who said his 20 years of experience in martial arts enabled him to assist Mihalyi.

“it was her project and her idea was to do martial arts — something extreme,” Wong said.

In the original submission to Dewocracy, a man played by Wong is dropped off by a female character, Mihalyi, who drives something extreme,” Wong said. “It was her project and her idea was to do martial arts — something extreme,” Wong said.

“it was her project and her idea was to do martial arts — something extreme,” Wong said.

Mihalyi and Wong were in charge of where the commercial would be shot.
I figured I was bound to find a drink that would encourage my renewed, health-conscious lifestyle. I recognized a label I’d seen in an article a month prior in an article on body-enriching elements, purporting the beverage is the fact that it’s packed with vitamins C, D and E, in addition to protein, potassium and calcium, nutrients everyone needs.

All of the drinks in Bolt-House Farms’ Perfectly Protein beverage line are packed with 18 amino acids. These are essential building blocks of the cardiovascular, immune and nervous systems, and are elements the body needs to grow, repair and maintain for optimal performance, according to the label.

Despite all these healthy, body-nourishing elements, purchasing this drink still isn’t worth it.

Overall, this is a disappointing product. Perhaps I shouldn’t give up on the makers of this beverage, as they do offer a wide variety of other flavored infusions that may be more appealing to my taste buds.

For now, I guess I’ll have to stick to familiar cold-coffee blends to satisfy my caffeine cravings. I think I would have been better off saving my $4 and brewing my own cup of coffee at home and pouring that over ice.
The art of skateboarding

What is family time?

Someone once expressed to me how nice it would be to be immediately connected to whatever our parents are going to be. The thought of having a baby’s gender right before stating its future profession—Name: Kristen Aguilar. Gender: Female. Length: 16 inches. Profession: everyone.

Even since attending SJF, my friends and I have struggled with the thought of choosing one type of job to wake up to five days a week for the next century. I have changed my major at least four times, registered for two semesters from assuming to engineering to linguistics. I am currently focusing on academic websites who have provided me with multiple career assessment forms, some of which included a paint-by-numbers answer key. To examine career assessment tests using Myers-Briggs typology—three careers that categorize personality traits. Some of the tests asked questions that were pretty self-revealing. “Yes” or “No” questions such as “You find it difficult to speak loudly?” or “It is easy for you to communicate in social situations?” have often left me at a loss for more than the three-page booklet and I’ll meet friends with the wall.

With time and money on the line, the decision to choose one career path can be very strenuous. Had my school provided me with students to attend workshops and seminars to walk through their processes, I would have had at least a head start deciding and sticking to a major of my choice. I am 1.5 years from being a senior and I will continue to do the same research.

Unfortunately, my high school experience ended up putting me in a situation that was not what I expected at all. I was involved in band and sports, took calculus and produced a yearbook, all the while thinking my range of classes and activities would help me quickly figure out what I wanted to major in some starting college. I wonder how many people use their dining room for Thanksgiving and that one yearly family road trip. No longer do we all need to gather around the couch and watch a whole family of one TV that someone else could stream their favorite shows from their computer in his or her own room, while thinking my range of classes and activities would help me quickly figure out what I wanted to major in some starting college.
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Spring game provides first look at new era of football

Staff Writer
Melissa Sabile

Hopefully it will come soon," he said.

"The guy that's been impressing me quite a bit is our tight-end, Ryan Otten," he said. "He's got some tools to me, pressuring me quite a bit is our red zone defense."

"I'd like to choose up teams, and try to make the teams even to play each other," he said.

"Our defense has always been strong, but I'd like to see them become more aggressive," he said. "It will be a fresh start for the elements of the offense and the defense together."